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Abstract—With the existence of millions of public network
cameras capturing countless events around the world, there is a
need for a system to retrieve, save, and analyze the tremendous
amount of visual data from the cameras. The knowledge from
the data will ultimately help better understand the world. Such
a system needs to allocate and manage significant amounts
of resources in order to meet the analysis requirements. In
order to reduce the overall analysis cost, this paper presents
a cloud resource manager that allocates cost-effective cloud
instances, monitors and automatically scales the cloud resources.
The paper presents a system that uses the proposed resource
manager for image and video analysis of the big data from
global network cameras. Our experiments show that the resource
manager can lead to 13% reduction in cost. The experiments use
four analysis programs which represent different workloads in
terms of CPU and memory. The experiments show that different
cloud instances are more cost-effective for different analysis
programs. One experiment analyzes data streams from 1026
cameras simultaneously for six hours using different analysis
programs at different frame rates. The experiment analyzes 5.5
million images, totalling 260GB data.
Index Terms—Resource Allocation, Resource Management,
Cloud Computing, Big Data Analysis, Image and Video Analysis

I. I NTRODUCTION
Millions of public network cameras capture countless events
around the world. If the data streams of these cameras
are analyzed, they could help better understand the world.
However, these tremendous amounts of visual data is lost
due to the lack of systems to retrieve, save, and analyze
the data. A major challenge in such systems is the ability
to allocate and manage the resources to analyze thousands
of data streams simultaneously. Analyzing a single image
(assuming 100KB per image) every one minute from 70,000
cameras means analyzing 9TB of visual data per day. Using
the cloud for this big data analysis is important due to the
elasticity of resources. Cloud vendors offer many instance
types with different CPU, memory, and network capabilities.
Choosing the right instance type for the analysis can be more
cost-effective than other instance types. The right instance
type depends on both the capabilities of the instance and the
requirements of the analysis. This paper addresses these issues
to enable cost-effective resource allocation and management.
This paper presents a cloud resource manager aiming at
reducing the overall cost of analyzing image and video streams
from network cameras. The resource manager allocates costeffective cloud instances based on evaluating the resource

requirements of analysis programs and assessing the effective
cost of using different cloud instances. The resource manager
continuously monitors the resource utilization of the cloud
instances. It automatically scales the cloud resources as needed
in order to maintain the utilization in a predefined range,
i.e. it allocates more instances when the analysis programs
needs more, and deallocates some instances when the analysis
programs needs fewer. The resource manager migrates analysis
programs between instances based on a set of migration
policies. If the same user executes multiple analysis programs
at different times, the resource manager can reuse the running
instances to reduce the overall analysis cost.
To evaluate the proposed resource manager, we use
CAM2 [1], [2] (Continuous Analysis of Many CAMeras),
which is a system for large-scale analysis of the data from
70,000 public network cameras. Our experiments use four
analysis programs that represent different workloads in terms
of CPU and memory: (1) image archival, (2) motion estimation, (3) moving objects detection, and (4) human detection.
The experiments show that different cloud instances are more
cost-effective for different analysis programs. One experiment
analyzes data streams from 1026 cameras simultaneously for
six hours using different analysis programs at different frame
rates. The experiment analyzes 5.5 million images (260GB
data), and costs $12.77. Without using the proposed resource
manager, this experiment costs $14.63. In other words, the
proposed resource manager leads to a 13% reduction in cost.
This paper has the following contributions: (i) It evaluates
the resource requirements of executing different analysis programs on the image and video streams from network cameras, and assesses the effective cost of using different cloud
instances for the analysis. (ii) It presents a cloud resource manager aiming at reducing the overall analysis cost by allocating
cost-effective cloud instances, monitoring and automatically
scaling the cloud resources. Our experiments show that the
resource manager can lead to a 13% reduction in cost. (iii) The
resource manager is implemented on Amazon EC2, together
with CAM2 for image and video analysis. To our knowledge,
CAM2 is the first and the only open system that enables users
to simultaneously analyze real-time image and video streams
from thousands of network cameras. Readers interested using CAM2 can register at https://cam2.ecn.purdue.edu/ and
become users.

II. R ELATED W ORK
The usage of cloud resources to perform image and video
analysis is gaining popularity. Zhu et al. [3] explain the benefits of using cloud resources for executing image processing
applications. They do not consider the cost of performing
the analysis on cloud resources. In this paper, we consider
performing image and video analysis on cloud resources at low
cost. Resource allocation for video surveillance applications
with the goal of minimizing the number of cloud resources
used is explained in [4]. In this paper, we present a resource
manager that is applicable for a wide range of applications. Vijaykumar et al. [5] introduce an optimal dynamic resource allocation algorithm to minimize the overall cost of using cloud
resources for data streaming applications primarily based on
the CPU utilization of the resources. In this paper, we consider
CPU, memory, and network resources, and aim at reducing
the overall analysis cost. There are several papers on cloud
resource management for streaming data applications [6] [7]
which use cloud resources as servers to stream data out of the
cloud resource. In this paper, we consider a different problem
altogether of streaming data into the cloud resource.
CAM2 is partially inspired by AMOS [8]. CAM2 is capable of retrieving image (and video) at much higher rates
than AMOS. AMOS has retrieved more than 700 millions
since 2006. Our experiments have demonstrated the ability
to retrieve more than 5.5 million images within 6 hours.
In our previous work, we introduced CAM2 as a system for
large-scale image analysis of online cameras [1]. Then, we focused on how to use the website [9] and the API of CAM2 [2].
Hacker and Lu [10] presented CAM2 as an educational tool
to teach students big data analytics. In addition, we presented
an Android application that uses CAM2 to enable users to
watch the camera live feeds and to plan their routes [11]. This
paper is different from our previous work because it proposes
a resource manager aiming at reducing the overall analysis
cost. Moreover, the paper presents CAM2 as a video analysis
platform, in addition to images.
III. C LOUD R ESOURCE A LLOCATION
This paper presents a resource manager for executing analysis programs of the visual data from network cameras. The
ultimate goal of our study is to reduce the overall cost for
the scientific community to analyze large amounts of visual
data using cloud. The resource manager allocates cost-effective
cloud instances as presented in this section, and monitors
and automatically scales the cloud resources as presented in
Section IV.
Cloud vendors offer many cloud instance types with different capabilities in terms of numbers of cores, memory
sizes, network performance, storage capacities, geographical
locations, etc. With these options, this paper answers a number
of questions that arise, e.g.
1) How much resources does one analysis program need?
2) How many data streams can one cloud instance analyze?
3) What is the most cost-effective cloud instance to use for
a given analysis program?

4) How many instances are needed for executing a program
that analyzes many (perhaps thousands) data streams at
a desired frame rate?
We assume no prior knowledge about analysis programs.
Programs can be as simple as image (or video) archiving:
downloading the individual images of a data stream without
any analysis. Programs can be much more complex—any
Python program. This is important for a flexible system that
can be used for a wide range of applications. Due to the flexibility and hence the lack of prior knowledge about the analysis
programs, we need to estimate the resource requirements of
different analysis programs experimentally before determining
which cloud instances are more cost-effective.
A. Models of Resource Requirements
To answer the first question “How much resources does
one analysis program need?”, we estimate the resource requirements of executing an analysis program at a given frame
rate on a particular cloud instance. We monitor the resource
utilization of the cloud instance while executing the analysis
programs using the data from two different numbers of cameras. Consider the following settings:
• p: an analysis program
• f : a desired frame rate
• i: a type of cloud instance
The CPU utilization per camera (assuming a linear model)
is denoted by CPU∗i,p,f , and can be estimated as
n
CPUm
i,p,f − CPUi,p,f
,
(1)
m−n
n
where CPUm
i,p,f and CPUi,p,f are the CPU utilization for
analyzing the data from m and n cameras respectively. Similarly, the per camera memory utilization can be estimated as

CPU∗i,p,f =

n
Memm
i,p,f − Memi,p,f
.
(2)
m−n
Equations (1) and (2) consider a constant frame rate f .
The second question is “How many data streams can one
cloud instance analyze?”. To answer this question, we consider
the effect of f . We define a performance metric as the ratio
between the actual analysis frame rate and the desired frame
rate. The analysis performance of a camera c is denoted by
η c , and can be calculated as

Mem∗i,p,f =

ηc =

fac
,
f

(3)

where fac is the actual analysis frame rate of the camera c,
and f is the desired frame rate. The resource manager aims at
maintaining the overall analysis performance above 90% for
all data streams analyzed by one instance:
1
N

N
P

fac
fa
c=1
=
≥ 90%,
(4)
η=
f
f
where fa is the average actual frame rate for all the cameras,
and N is the total number of cameras.

Satisfying the performance metric is tightly coupled with the
resource utilization. Our experiments show that maintaining
the CPU utilization under a threshold CPUH = 90% and the
memory utilization under a threshold MemH = 90% generally
leads to meeting the performance requirements. Hence, the
maximum number of streams a cloud instance of type i can
analyze is estimated as
Ni,p,f = min(

MemH
CPUH
,
)
CPU∗i,p,f Mem∗i,p,f

(5)

B. Costs to Analyze Many Data Streams
The next question is “What is the most cost-effective cloud
instance to use for a given analysis program?” We can compare the cloud instances in terms of how cost-effective they
are while executing different analysis programs. We define
the effective cost ECi,p,f of a cloud instance i as the price of
analyzing one million images using a given analysis program
p at a frame rate f . The effective cost can be estimated as
ECi,p,f =

ci ∗ 106
,
Ni,p,f ∗ f ∗ 3600

(6)

where ci is the hourly cost of an instance type i. Hence,
the most cost-effective cloud instance i∗ is the one which
minimizes the effective cost, and is defined as
ci
,
(7)
i∗ = argmin
Ni,p,f ∗ f
i
and to answer the last question, the number of needed
 cloud

instances to analyze the data from N cameras is Ni∗N,p,f ,


and the overall analysis cost would be Ni∗N,p,f ci∗ .
C. Resource Allocation Procedure
Our proposed resource manager uses the following procedure to allocate cost-effective cloud instances for executing a
program analyzing the data from many network cameras at a
specified frame rate:
Offline Stage: It aims at determining the most cost-effective
cloud instance type for the given analysis. This stage is
performed once, and can be used for future executions of the
same analysis.
1) Execute the analysis program at the specified frame rate
on cloud instances with different types using the data
from two different numbers of cameras. Estimate the per
camera resource utilization as shown in (1) and (2).
2) Estimate the maximum number of data streams that each
cloud instance type can analyze as shown in (5).
3) Estimate the effective cost of each cloud instance type
as shown in (6), and determinte the most cost-effective
cloud instance type as shown in (7).
Online Stage - Allocation:
1) If the same user already has analysis programs running,
reuse the currently running instances so that the added
cost is zero. If the running instances are unable to handle
the additional load, go to step 2.

2) Allocate the appropriate number of cloud instances of the
most cost-effective instance type as shown in (7).
IV. C LOUD R ESOURCE M ONITORING AND S CALING
This section describes the need for continuous resource
monitoring and migration of analysis programs, defines when
the analysis programs are migrated and a set of migration
policies, and presents a resource manager that monitors and
scales the cloud resources in order to reduce the overall
analysis cost while taking into consideration the quality of
the analysis results.
The resource requirements of an analysis program may
change due to many factors, for example,
• The frame rates from a network camera may change over
time due to network conditions and concurrent access
from multiple users.
• The content of the data may affect the execution time
and the amount of memory running an analysis programs.
For example, detecting the moving objects in a highly
dynamic scene would consume more resources than a
static scene.
This urges the need for continuous monitoring of the
resource utilization of the cloud instances and automatic
scaling of the cloud resources (allocating more instances when
the analysis programs needs more, and deallocating some
instances when the analysis programs needs fewer.) Migration
of analysis programs between cloud instances is essential in
this process, but it negatively affects the quality of the analysis
results for many reasons: (i) When migration is performed,
the analysis programs are interrupted and there will be a
time gap in the analysis results. (ii) If the analysis programs
maintain temporal information such as background models,
this information will be lost and have to be rebuilt on the new
cloud instances. This will negatively affect the quality of the
results after migration.
Our proposed resource manager migrates analysis programs
from a cloud instance i when its resources are overutilized, i.e.
when
CPUi > CPUH or Memi > MemH ,
(8)
where CPUi and Memi are the current CPU and memory
utilization of the cloud instance i, and CPUH and MemH are
the high thresholds that set an upper bound on the permissiable
CPU and memory utilization. In addition, the resource manager considers deallocating a cloud instance when its resources
are underutilized, i.e. when
CPUi < CPUL

and

Memi < MemL ,

(9)

where CPUL and MemL are the low thresholds that set a lower
bound on the acceptable CPU and memory utilization.
The following set of migration policies defines which analysis programs the resource manager should migrate from an
overutilized cloud instance:
1) Migrate image analysis programs first before migrating
video analysis programs because image analysis programs do not keep temporal information across frames.

2) Migrate analysis programs with lower frame rate to
reduce disruption.
3) Migrate analysis programs that require more resources so
that fewer data streams are needed for migration.
4) Migrate analysis programs that started more recently to
prevent disruption of long-running programs.
Our proposed resource manager uses the following procedure to monitor and scale cloud resources in order to
perform image and video analysis of the big data from network
cameras:
1) When a user starts a new analysis program, use the
allocation procedure in Section III.C to estimate and
allocate the appropriate number of cloud instances.
2) Continuously monitor the resource utilization of all the
cloud instances.
3) If the resources of a cloud instance are overutilized as
defined in (8), immediately migrate some data streams
from the instance. Choose the cameras to migrate based
on the abovementioned migration policies. Suspend the
analysis of the chosen data streams, and use the allocation
procedure to allocate new resources.
4) If the resources of a cloud instance are underutilized as
defined in (9) for a period of time, the instance is a
candidate to be deallocated. Use the allocation procedure
to estimate the hourly price of the proposed cloud instances if all the analysis programs are migrated from
the underutilized instance. Deallocate the instance and
migrate its analysis programs if this price is less than the
hourly price of the instance.
There is a tradeoff between the analysis cost and the quality
of the analysis results. To maintain the quality of the analysis
results, our proposed resource manager may incur higher cost.
For example, the resource manager considers deallocating only
the underutilized cloud instances.
V. CAM2 FOR A NALYSIS OF V ISUAL B IG DATA FROM
N ETWORK C AMERAS
2
CAM is a system for the analysis of the visual big data
from network cameras. To our knowledge, CAM2 is the first
system that enables users to simultaneously analyze real-time
image and video streams from thousands of network cameras.
Our previous work [1] introduced CAM2 as an image analysis
platform. This paper extends the previous work by adding
video analysis using the same CAM2 API. CAM2 tackles the
following challenges:
1) The cameras are heterogeneous in many ways: (i) The
cameras have different types: IP cameras whose IP addresses are known, and non-IP cameras for which some
websites provide periodic snapshots. (ii) The IP cameras
have different brands with different ways to retrieve the
data. (iii) The cameras provide their live streams in various formats, e.g. JPEG for images, and MJPEG or H.264
for videos. (iv) The cameras have different resolutions
and frame rates. CAM2 handles the heterogeneity of the
cameras. Users do not need to know about the different
camera types, or the different data formats.

2) Users need to be able to easily port their existing analysis programs to the system. CAM2 provides a uniform
API [2] for both image and video analysis. The API of
CAM2 is event-driven, i.e. the system invokes the analysis
programs when new frames arrive. The API enables users
to analyze the data streams from all the cameras with
only slight changes to their existing analysis programs.
The API is flexible such that it allows users to execute
analysis programs for a wide range of applications, such
as traffic monitoring, surveillance, etc.
3) Analyzing the data from thousands of cameras requires
significant amount of resources. Users define the analysis
requirements, such as the number of cameras and the
analysis frame rate. CAM2 allocates and manages cloud
resources in order to meet the analysis requirements.
VI. E XPERIMENTS
In order to evaluate the proposed resource manager, we
conduct experiments using six types of cloud instances and
four analysis programs. The cloud instances have different
CPU and memory capabilities, and the analysis programs
represent different workloads in terms of CPU and memory:
image archival, motion estimation, moving objects detection,
and human detection.
A. Experimental Setup
Table I compares the six Amazon EC2 cloud instance types
that are used in our experiments: two general purpose instances
(m3.xlarge and m3.2xlarge), two compute optimized
instances (c4.xlarge and c4.2xlarge), and two memory
optimized instances (r3.xlarge and r3.2xlarge). The
processor of the compute optimized instances is Intel Xeon
E5-2666 v3 clocked at 2.9 GHz, and it is Intel Xeon E5-2670
v2 clocked at 2.5 GHz for all the other instances.
Instance
m3.xlarge
m3.2xlarge
c4.xlarge
c4.2xlarge
r3.xlarge
r3.2xlarge

Cores
4
8
4
8
4
8

Memory (GB)
15.0
30.0
7.5
15.0
30.5
61.0

Hourly Price
$0.266
$0.532
$0.220
$0.441
$0.350
$0.700

TABLE I: The CPU, memory, and hourly price of different
Amazon EC2 cloud instances.
This paper uses four analysis programs implemented using
OpenCV [12]. The first three analysis programs are used in the
experiments for both image analysis at 0.2 FPS (Frames Per
Second) and video analysis at 10 FPS. The fourth program
is used for image analysis only because it is very compute
intensive and cannot keep up with the video.
IA - Image Archival: This program downloads the individual images of an image or video stream, without any further
analysis. This program is useful if users wish to keep the
images for offline analysis.
ME - Motion Estimation: This anlaysis program estimates
the amount of motion in an image or video stream. The

program detects the foreground of an image using the background subtraction method proposed by KaewTraKulPong and
Bowden [13]. Then, the amount of motion is defined as the
percentage of the foreground pixels to the total number of
pixels in the image. The program saves the input images and
the corresponding foreground masks.
MOD - Moving Objects Detection: This analysis program
detects the moving objects in an image or video stream using
the following procedure: (i) Detect the foreground using the
background subtraction method proposed by Zivkovic [14]. (ii)
Remove the noise in the background and the foreground using
the morphological erosion and dilation operations respectively.
(iii) Find the contours of the foreground mask. Each contour
corresponds to a moving object. The program saves the input
images and the corresponding images annotated with the
detected objects.
HD - Human Detection: This analysis program detects
humans in the individual images of an image stream using the
human detection method proposed by Dalal and Triggs [15].
The program saves the input images and the corresponding
images annotated with the detected humans.

the CPU resources much faster, and the memory resources are
highly underutilized.
These experiments enable us to estimate the maximum
numbers of data streams that can be analyzed using different
analysis programs on different cloud instances. Figure 2 shows
the maximum number of data streams for image analysis
at 0.2 FPS, and a similar figure can be shown for video
analysis. The experiments also enable us to estimate the per
camera CPU and memory utilization as defined in (1) and (2).
Figure 3 shows the per camera CPU and memory utilization
for different analysis programs using the m3.xlarge cloud
instance. For image analysis at 0.2 FPS, human detection
is the most compute intensive analysis program, and motion
estimation is the most memory intensive analysis program.
Image archival is the least compute and memory intensive.
For video analysis at 10 FPS, CPU resources becomes much
more vital than memory resources.

B. Resource Requirements and Effective Cost
To estimate the number of streams an instance can analyze
as well as the resource requirements of an analysis program,
we conduct experiments executing the four analysis programs
in Section VI-A on the six cloud instances in Table I. The
experiments monitor the resource utilization as well as the
analysis performance as defined in (4).
Figure 1 shows the resource utilization and the analysis
performance of executing different image and video analysis
programs using different cloud instances. The figure shows
that while increasing the number of cameras increases the
resource utilization, the analysis performance can gradually
decrease after the CPU resources are used up or suddenly
drops after the memory resources are used up. Our experiments
show that CPU and memory resources are used up faster
than network resources, and the CPU and memory utilization
should be maintained below 90% in order to satisfy the
performance metrics as defined in Section III.
Many factors determine whether the CPU or the memory
resources will be the barrier to increase the number of data
streams being analyzed: (i) The CPU and memory capabilities
of the cloud instances. For example, the same analysis program
for moving objects counting uses up the CPU resources faster
on the m3.2xlarge cloud instance (30GB memory) as
shown in Figure 1(a), but uses up the memory resources
faster on the c4.xlarge cloud instance (7.5GB memory)
as shown in Figure 1(b). (ii) The resource requirements of
the analysis programs. Compute intensive analysis programs
such as human detection use up CPU resources faster, and
memory intensive analysis programs such as motion estimation
use up memory resources faster. (iii) The analysis frame rate.
The higher the analysis frame rate is, the higher the CPU
requirements of the analysis. Figure 1(c) shows that executing
the analysis program for motion estimation at 10 FPS uses up

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3: Per camera CPU and memory utilization for different
analysis programs using the m3.xlarge cloud instance in
the cases of: (i) Image analysis at 0.2 FPS. (ii) Video analysis
at 10 FPS.
Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the effective cost of different
cloud instances for executing different analysis programs. The
figures show the following:
1) There is no clear winner. Different cloud instances are
more cost-effective than others for some analysis programs. Choosing the right cloud instance for an analysis
program can save half on the analysis cost. This observation motivates our research for cost-based resource
allocation and management.
2) For image analysis at 0.2 FPS, compute optimized cloud
instances (c4.xlarge and c4.2xlarge) are more
cost-effective for moving objects detection and human detection. Memory optimized cloud instances (r3.xlarge

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1: The resource utilization and the analysis performance, as defined in (4): (a) Moving objects counting at 0.2 FPS
using m3.2xlarge. (b) Moving objects counting at 0.2 FPS using c4.xlarge. (c) Motion estimation at 10 FPS using an
r3.xlarge cloud instance. The left vertical axis represents the percentage of the CPU utilization, the memory utilization,
and the analysis performance.

Fig. 2: The maximum numbers of data streams that can be analyzed at 0.2 FPS using different analysis programs and different
cloud instances.

and r3.2xlarge) are more cost-effective for motion
estimation.
3) For video analysis at 10 FPS, compute optimized cloud
instances are always more cost-effective than the other
instances. That’s because video analysis consumes CPU
resources much more than memory resources as we
showed earlier.
4) Although the xlarge instances provide half the CPU
and memory resources of the 2xlarge instances for half
the price as shown in Table I, the xlarge instances are
often more cost-effective than the 2xlarge instances.
This recommends using smaller instances instead of
larger ones.
C. Cloud Resource Allocation and Management
To evaluate our proposed resource manager, we conduct a
6-hour large-scale experiment that uses CAM2 to analyze the
data from 1026 cameras using different analysis programs at
different frame rates as shown in Table II. The experiment
analyzes 5.5 million images, totalling 260GB data. Figure 6
shows sample analysis results.
In this experiment, the resource manager considers a cloud
instance overutilized if the utilization is above 90% and
underutilized if the utilization is below 40%, and targets a 70%

Fig. 5: The effective cost as defined in (6) for executing the
human detection program at 0.2 FPS.
Program
ME
HD
MOD

Start Time
0:00
1:15
1:30

Duration (Hours)
4.50
4.75
4.50

Cameras
1000
10
16

Frame Rate
0.2
0.2
10.0

TABLE II: The analysis programs of the 6-hour large-scale
experiment.

utilization when allocating new resources. A cloud instance
has to remain underutilized for 5 minutes before an action
is taken by the resource manager. Figure 7 shows the CPU

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 4: The effective cost as defined in (6) of different cloud instances for executing different analysis programs: (a-c) at
0.2FPS. (d-f) at 10 FPS. (a, d) Image archival. (b, e) Motion estimation. (c, f) Moving objects counting.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 6: Sample results of the experiment shown in Table II: (a, b) Motion estimation for a camera in Czech Republic. (a) A
sample input image. (b) The corresponding foreground mask. The amount of motion in this image is 5%. (c) Moving objects
detection for a camera in the USA. The moving objects are enclosed by green boxes. The image shows eight moving cars,
two groups of moving pedestrians, and two traffic lights considered moving due to changing from yellow to red. (d) Human
detection for a camera in England. Humans are enclosed by green boxes. The program successfully detects four humans in
the image, and misses one.

utilization of the cloud instances during experiment. The figure
does not show the memory utilization because it does not affect
any resource management decisions in this experiment. The
figure shows the following events:
1) At 0:00, four memory-optimized r3.xlarge instances
are allocated to handle the memory-intensive ME analysis
program.
2) At 0:05, one r3.xlarge instance is deallocated after
migrating its analysis programs to the other three running
instances as shown by the marker A.
3) At 1:15, two of the currently running instances can handle
the additional load of the second analysis program as

4)
5)

6)

7)

shown by the marker B; as a result, the added analysis
cost is zero.
At 1:30, four compute-optimized c4.xlarge instances
are allocated to handle the CPU-intensive MOD program.
At 1:35, one c4.xlarge instance is deallocated after
migrating its analysis programs to the other three running
c4.xlarge instances as shown by the marker C.
At 3:10, the CPU utilization of some cloud instances
drops, which can be due to unexpected network conditions.
At 4:30, the execution of the first analysis program ends,
which causes one r3.xlarge to be deallocated and the

Fig. 7: The CPU utilization of the cloud instances while analyzing the data from 1026 cameras using different analysis programs
at different frame rates as shown in Table II.

other two r3.xlarge instances are underutilized.
8) At 4:35, two of the three underutilized instances are
deallocated after migrating their analysis programs to the
third instance as shown by the marker D.
9) At 6:00, the execution of all the analysis programs ends.
Based on the lifetime of the cloud instances in Figure 7
and their prices, the experiment costs $12.77. If our proposed resource manager is not used, and the general-purpose
m3.xlarge instances are used for all the analysis programs,
this experiment needs five, one, and five m3.xlarge instances to handle the three analysis programs respectively. The
overall analysis cost is $14.63 in this case. This means that
our resource manager leads to a 13% reduction in the overall
analysis cost.
VII. C ONCLUSION
This paper presents a cloud resource manager aiming at
reducing the overall cost of analyzing thousands of image and
video streams from network cameras. The paper evaluates the
resource requirements of different image and video analysis
programs, and assesses the effective cost of using different
cloud instances. The paper presents CAM2 as a video analysis
platform, in addition to images. CAM2 uses the proposed
resource manager to allocate and scale cloud resources in order
to meet the CPU and memory requirements of the analysis.
Our experiments show that the proposed resource manager can
lead to a 13% reduction in the overall analysis cost.
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